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Box Office Volunteers Needed
All our productions need one essential thing, and that is an audience. To get the audience we need
people to sell and book tickets and we need people to help with this. At Trinity we have two roles and
you can volunteer for either or both.
The first is the box office that operates before a show. You need to be there about an hour before
curtain up to prepare and can leave after the start of the show so it probably takes about 75 minutes
in all. The system we use is a manual one ticking seats off from a sheet and issuing tickets. It
involves taking cash and card payments for both purchases at the door and for tickets previously
reserved by phone.
The second role is to be available to take phone calls from customers who want to reserve tickets.
You can take calls on a mobile or landline as we have a system that will redirect the box office phone
to whichever number you choose. We us an online computer system to manage the bookings called
‘Ticketsource’. We do not take payment for tickets over the phone but reserve them and people pay
when they arrive for the performance. The Ticketsource system is very simple to use and it also
manages bookings that customers make through our website. The key thing about this role is being
available to receive the call and able to take a note of customer name, phone number and the
performance dates and number of tickets required, so if you are not near to your computer to enter
the details, just make a note and put the booking in as soon as you can as rarely are we near to a full
house.
In either of these roles it does not matter if you make a mistake. As long as you know what you’ve
done, we can correct it and full training will be given.
If you would like to help out or like further information, please contact John on 07807165574
or email treasurer@caods.org.uk

Consisting of Sketches, Musical Interludes/Medleys,
Monologues, Comedy and much more to be performed on the
23rd, 24th & 25th of June in aid of the British Heart Foundation.
The director & Musical Director are having 2 get togethers on
the 23rd & 30th May @ 2:30pm in the clubroom for people to
come along and get involved.
If you have an idea for a slot or just want to see whether there
is anything you might be interested in, come along and have
some fun.
Further information can be obtained from Sue on 07917764190
or 01983 406800
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